Abstract. We formulate some su cient conditions for the existence of Sinai-RuelleBowen measures for piecewise C 2 di eomorphisms with unbounded derivatives. The result can be viewed as a two-dimensional version of the well known one-dimensional Folklore Theorem on the existence of absolutely continuous invariant measures. Here we formulate the results and outline the main ideas and tools of our approach. The detailed version will appear elsewhere.
x1. The Folklore Theorem and SRB measures
The well-known Folklore Theorem in one-dimensional dynamics can be formulated as follows.
Folklore Theorem. Let Here we formulate a theorem that can be considered as a two-dimensional version of this Folklore Theorem.
LetQ be a Borel subset of the unit square Q in the plane R 2 with positive Lebesgue measure, and let F :Q !Q be a Borel measurable map. An F-invariant The set of all points x for which (1) holds is called the basin of .
We are interested in giving conditions under which certain two-dimensional maps F which piecewise coincide with hyperbolic di eomorphisms f i , have SRB measures.
As in the one-dimensional situation, there is an essential di erence between a nite and an in nite number of f i . In the case of an in nite number of f i , their derivatives grow with i and relations between rst and second derivatives become crucial.
A di erent class of piecewise hyperbolic maps F = f i j E i , in which the number of domains E i is nite but derivatives Df i (z) are allowed to grow when z approaches the boundary of E i , was considered in 10] and 13]. In these works it was assumed that the derivatives DF(z) grow at most exponentially depending on the distance between the point z and the singular set where F is not de ned. In our work we allow the domains E i to accumulate towards the limit set in an arbitrary way. Then the conditions of 10], 13] are typically violated even for linear maps f i .
In 12] a method was developed that reduces the existence of an SRB measure for F to the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure for the onedimensional map G obtained from F by factorizing along the stable manifolds. The technique of distortion estimates that we develop here might be used to check the conditions of 12]. In general, for the systems under consideration, checking the conditions of 12] looks similar to the straightforward generalization of 3].
x2. Hyperbolicity and geometric conditions Consider a countable collection = fE 1 ; E 2 ; : : : ; g of full height closed curvilinear rectangles in Q. Assume that each E i lies inside a domain of de nition E i of a C 2 -di eomorphism f i which maps E i onto its image S i Q. We assume each E i connects the top and the bottom of Q. Thus each E i is bounded from above and from below by two subintervals of the line segments f(x; y) : y = 1; 0 x 1g and f(x; y) : y = 0; 0 x 1g. We assume that the left and right boundaries of E i are graphs of smooth functions x (i) (y) with dx (i) dy < . We further assume that the images f i (E i ) = S i are strips connecting the left and right sides of Q and that they are bounded on the left and right by the two subintervals of the line segments f(x; y) : x = 0; 0 y 1g and f(x; y) : x = 1; 0 y 1g and above and below by the graphs of smooth functions Y i (X); dY (i) dX < . The bounds on derivatives follow from hyperbolicity conditions H1, H2 that we formulate below.
The sets E i are called posts , the sets S i are called strips. We say that the E i 's are of full height in Q, while the S i 's are of full width in Q.
We shall assume that the margins between the posts E i and the extended domains E i containing these posts are comparable to E i in the following sense. For a point z 2 Q, let l z denote the horizontal line through z. If E Q is a subset of Q, let z (E) denote the diameter of the horizontal section l z T E. We call z (E) the z-width of E.
For a given k > 0 and any z 2 int E i , let B (k) (z) be the ball of radius k z (E i ) centered at z. We assume there exists k > 0 independent of i and z 2 int E i such that E i contains the set S z2Ei B (k) (z) .
We assume the following geometric conditions:
G1 int E i \ int E j = ; for i 6 = j; G2 mes(Q n i int E i ) = 0 where mes is the Lebesgue measure; G3 S i \ S j = ; for i 6 = j and S i are disjoint from the top and from the bottom of Q; and the condition G4 will be formulated below.
In the standard coordinate system for a map f : (x; y) ! (f 1 (x; y); f 2 (x; y)) we use Df(x; y) to denote the di erential of f at some point (x; y) and f jx , f jy , f jxx , f jxy , etc., for partial derivatives of f j ; j = 1; 2 .
We use a version of hyperbolicity conditions introduced by Alekseev ( 2] ) who generalized the conditions of Smale ( 14] (2) jDF ?n v (s) j c 0 K n 0 jv (s) j:
The cone conditions imply that any intersection FE i \ E j is full width in E j . Also E ij = E i \ F ?1 E j is a full height subpost of E i and F 2 E ij is a full width substrip of Q. 
x3. Distortion conditions and the main theorem
Since we have a countable number of domains, the derivatives of f i grow. We will need certain assumptions on the second derivatives.
In a given coordinate system, we write f i (x; y) = (f i1 (x; y); f i2 (x; y)). We use f ijx ; f ijy ; f ijxx ; f ijxy , etc. for partial derivatives of f ij ; j = 1; 2. Next we formulate distortion conditions. These will be used to control the uctuation of the derivatives of iterates of F as in Lemma 1 below.
Suppose there is a constant C 0 > 0 such that the following distortion conditions hold: D1. sup z2Ei;i 1 jf ijkl (z)j jf i1x (z)j z (E i ) < C 0 ; where j = 1; 2, k; l = x; y.
Remark 1. The widths z (E i ) vary continuously as z varies in E i , but as z moves from the top to the bottom of Q, the widths can become arbitrarily small.
The following geometric condition is su cient to control the uctuations of the widths of E i . Let i;min = min z2Ei z (E i ), i;max = max z2Ei z (E i ). Let K 0 be the expansion constant from (2).
G4. There exists K 0 > K 1 > 1 such that if we let a n = P i i;max , the sum taken over those i that satisfy i;min
, then P n a n < 1
Condition G4 implies that (4) ? X i i;max log i;min < 1:
On the other hand, (4) implies G4 for any K 0 > K 1 > 1. So, if G4 holds for some K 1 as above , then it also holds for all K 0 > K 1 > 1. Remark 2. Condition G4 is satis ed if there are constants 0 < C 1 ; C 2 ; 0 < a < b < 1 such for every i and for every z 2 E i , one has C 1 a i z (E i ) C 2 b i . Theorem 1. If F is a piecewise smooth mapping as above satisfying the geometric conditions G1{G4, the hyperbolicity conditions H1{H3, and the distortion conditions D1, then, F has an SRB measure whose basin has full Lebesgue measure in Q.
x4. Distortions and ratios of derivatives
We proceed toward a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. We start with the following procedure of width-reducing .
Let be a nite partition of Q into narrow full height rectangular posts P, all of the same width , and let 1 = F ?1 : Every element P 1 of 1 is a full height curvilinear subpost of some orginal post E i . Let s z E i be the horizontal crossection of E i . The crossection s z is mapped by F onto the full width curve in Q. Bounded distortions imply (see estimate (23) below) that there exists a constant C 01 depending on C 0 such that for any vertical post P we have (5) jF ?1 ( \ P)j js z j C 01 jP \ j:
It follows from (5) that for any " 1 > 0 we can choose original partition so that (6) js z (P 1 )j js z (E i )j " 1 :
Thus for an arbitrarily small d 0 > 0 we can choose " 1 such that the distortion estimates D1 restricted to the posts P 1 become
We must estimate the distortion of iterates of our map F. For this purpose it is convenient to introduce certain a ne coordinate systems centered at various points z; Fz in such a way that, with respect to these coordinates, the Jacobian matrix of F at z is diagonal. We will formulate our distortion estimates so that they are uniform for all such a ne coordinate representations of F. Our assumption that f i extends to the neighborhood E i guarantees that f i will be de ned and C 2 smooth on each admissible parallelogram de ned below.
Fix a post P 1 E i . Let z 2 P 1 and let v; w be a pair of unit vectors with v 2 K u ; w 2 K s . If E is a parallelogram with edges parallel to v; w, then the edges parallel to v are called the top and bottom of E, and the edges parallel to w the sides of E. We de ne the width of E to be the common length of the top and bottom, and the height of E to be the common length of the sides. Let s z;v be the crossection of P 1 through z by the line spanned by v and let l z;w be the line through z spanned by w.
We x some T 0 > 1 depending on hyperbolicity conditions, as described below. Let E z;v;w be a parallelogram of the smallest width with edges parallel to v; w such that (1) The left and right sides of E z;v;w do not meet the interior of P 1 . (2) height(E z;v;w ) = T width(s z;v ); 0 < T T 0 . (3) z divides the height of E z;v;w into equal parts. Although z is not necessarily located in the center of (s z;v ), we say E z;v;w as indicated is an admissible parallelogram centered at z 0 inscribed in P 1 .
The hyperbolicity conditions imply that there exists n 0 such that for v (u) 2 K u , v (s) 2 K s we have jDF n0 v (u) j 2jv (u) j; (7) jDF ?n0 v (s) j 2jv (s) j: (8) Then there exists T 0 1 such that for 1 n n 0 we have jDF n v (u) j 2T ?1 0 jv (u) j; (9) jDF ?n v (s) j 2T ?1 0 jv (s) j: (10) We use this T 0 in the above de nition of the admissible parallelograms.
Since the tangent lines to the vertical boundaries of the posts belong to the stable cone and we choose v in the unstable cone, the admissible horizontal directions are transversal to the boundaries and E z;v;w \ P 1 = E dyn z;v;w is a full width curvilinear subrectangle of P 1 . Given a point z and a pair of linearly independent vectors v; w, consider the associated unit vectors v = v=jvj; w = w=jwj. Let Some of these a ne automorphisms will give us coordinate changes which will be useful to control distortions.
For z 2 P 1 , v 2 K u , w 2 K s , write f = f i and consider the local coordinate representationf z;v;w = A ?1 fz;Dfz(v);w f A z;v;Df ?1 fz w : The mapf z;v;w sends z to f i z and its Jacobian matrix at z is a diagonal matrix. We say thatf z;v;w is an adapted representation of f i or that we have a system of adapted coordinates for f i . We also callf z;v;w the (z; v; w)-adapted representation of f i .
We shall use admissible parallelograms E z;v;Df ?1 fz w with sides parallel to adapted axes.
For a local di eomorphism f and a parallelogram E on which f is de ned and C 2 smooth, we de ne the following quantities: " 12 (f; E) = sup z2E jf 1y (z)j jf 1x (z)j ; (11) " 21 (f; E) = sup z2E jf 2x (z)j jf 1x (z)j ; (12) " 22 (f; E) = sup z2E jf 2y (z)j jf 1x (z)j ; (13) 11 (f; E) = max sup
12 (f; E) = max sup z2E jf 1xy (z)j (E) jf 1x (z)j ; sup z2E jf 2xy (z)j (E) jf 1x (z)j ; (15) 22 (f; E) = max sup
where (E) = maxfheight(E); width(E)g is the size of E. An upper bound on jk (f i ) is a uniform upper bound on the distortions of the local coordinate representations of f i , using those a ne coordinate systems centered at (z; f i z) that diagonalize the Jacobian matrix of f i at z.
We claim that jk (f i ) are uniformly bounded by a constant depending on distortion conditions and on hyperbolicity conditions . First we notice that second derivatives with respect to various adapted coordinates di er by a bounded factor. Next, hyperbolicity conditions imply that the vectors belonging to the unstable cone are expanded proportionally to jf 1x j. Then there exists p 1 > 0 such that for all i at the center z 0 of any adapted coordinate system we have jf 1x;adapted (z 0 )j > p 1 jf 1x;standard (z 0 )j:
Finally, for an arbitrary point z of an admissible parallelogram we have a similar estimate because the di erence of derivatives at z 0 and at z is estimated in terms of distortions (see below), which we made arbitrarily small. That gives (18) jf 1x;adapted (z)j > p 0 jf 1x;standard (z)j:
It remains to estimate the di erence between the width of an admissible parallelogram and the width of the corresponding dynamically de ned horizontal crossection s z of P 1 . That di erence depends on the horizontal deviation of the boundary curves of P 1 within admissible height, which by de nition is less than (1=2)T 0 js z j.
The horizontal deviation is a function of y given by x(y) = Z f 1y f 1x dy:
In an adapted coordinate system, f 1y (z 0 ) = 0 and f 1y f 1x
is estimated using distortion conditions D1 as in (21) below. Since we made the distortions arbitrarily small by reducing the width we get that the horizontal shift is arbitrarily small compared to the width of the horizontal section. Therefore 
x6. Distortions of compositions
We estimate kl for compositions of hyperbolic maps. Let g be the map f i and let f be the map f j . The map h = f j f i = f g is de ned in E ij E i \ f ?1 i E j , which is a full height subpost of E i . Let z 0 2 E i \ f ?1 i E j . Earlier we estimated distortions on admissible parallelograms inscribed in the posts P 1 , but now we need to know the distortions on the preimages of such posts. As is not a Markov partition, the posts P 1 can be in arbitrary positions relative to the posts P. To overcome that problem, we shall vary the initial partition which we use for width reducing. Thus, instead of the xed partition we consider a family of partitions t obtained by translating each post by t along the x-axis. The distortion estimates obtained above do not depend on t.
We shall also use initial partitions with elements of two sizes. Let be the width of an element of which is a standard rectangular post. Let be a similar partition of Q into rectangular full height posts P that are so narrow that the width of any crossection spanned by v 2 K u of any preimage F ?k (P ) , 1 k n 0 , is less than =2. Any admissible parallelogram inscribed in F ?k (P ) has width less than (1 + ")( =2) and can be put in the middle of an element P t of an appropriate partition Let E h be the minimal parallelogram centered at z 0 with edges parallel to v; Dh ?1 (w) such that (1) the left and right sides of E h do not meet the interior of P 2 ;
(2) height(E h ) = width(s z0 (P 2 )).
Then E h is contained in an admissible parallelogram E g inscribed in f ?1 i P t with the height of E g equal to the width of s z0 (f ?1 i P t ) centered at z 0 with edges parallel to v; Dh ?1 w.
Although the vectors in K s can expand under a single iterate, we know that they cannot expand by more than T 0 =2. Respectively, the image g(E h \P 2 ) is contained in an admissible parallelogram E f inscribed in P 1 , centered at g(z 0 ), and having edges parallel to Dg(v); Df ?1 (w). Let h = width(E h ); f = width(E f ); g = width(E g ).
As in (19), we get that lengths of horizontal crossections z of E h and the width of E h are related by
where " h is a small constant.
Since the map Dg restricted to E h is close to a constant diagonal the horizontal crossections are mapped into curves close to horizontal crossections of E f . Any horizontal crossection s E f of E f lies in the middle of the corresponding crossection s P of some rectangular post P 2 t . Let us denote by f(rltv) the ratio jsE f j jsP j . By the choice of partitions and we have (33) f(rltv) (1=2)(1 + "):
When we pull back, the ratios are multiplied by a factor due to distortion which is close to one because E f is a small parallelogram. We obtain the following estimate: (22) and (23), (39) exp ( 11 (g) + 12 (g)) f(rltv) (1 + ") :
Using the chain rule for partial derivatives, we get
The quantity 22 (h) can be expressed similarly. Note that in the formula for 11 (h) the value 11 (f) is multiplied by factors that are of the form (1 + const f(rltv) ) and by (1 + " h ) from (32).
So when the domains off and ofh are small, these factors are close to one. In the formula for 12 (h), distortions of f are multiplied by small factors in each term except for " 22 estimated in (30) and the same is true for 22 (h).
Taking the suprema over adapted coordinates, we get analogous estimates for jk (h).
In a similar way we estimate distortions for compositions F n0 = f i1 : : : f in 0 and taking into account that the widths of the initial rectangles P can be taken arbitrary small, we get for distortions of compositions F n0 as well as all its preimages have tangents inside K (u) .
Let us denoteẼ ?n = E i?n \F ?1 E i?n+1 : : :\F ?n E i0 , and letW u The estimate (44) implies that for any iterate of F the ratios of distances between points are uniformly preserved up to some constant which depends on C 1 . Then we is a continuous function of z 2 X i0 .
Since we are dealing with an in nite number of E i , the union of the strips S i , as well as the intersection of that union with i0 , are not closed sets, and the same is true for S i F n (E i ) for any n. Respectively, X i0 is not a closed subset of i0 and (z) is not continuous on the closure X i0 . However, since the measure of the union of E i with i > n tends to zero as n tends to 1, the bounded distortion conditions imply that Y i0 = X i0 n X i0 has uniform measure zero with respect to all k in the following sense: for every " > 0 there exists an open cover U ";i0 of Y i0 such that k (U " ) " for all k.
With this modi cation the proof of Lemma 2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 in 15, Lecture 17] . Remark. When constructing we implicitly use the following result. In order to get this property we notice that G4 implies that the measure of Y \ ? S i E i depends continuously on the curve belonging to some smooth foliation.
Then the property follows from G2 using the Fubini theorem.
x9. Absolute continuity and corollaries
The key property of SRB measures | absolute continuity of the projection along the stable foliation | is proved similarly to 3,9], but again requires a modi cation because of the in nite number of E i in the initial partition.
Let Up to a set of measure zero, the elements of coincide with the intersections of full height stable manifolds with the attractor. The partition satis es the following properties:
F ; _ n F n = ";n F n = :
So we get from 16] that (F; ) is a K-system. Proposition 3. The map (F; ) is Bernoulli.
The following weak Markov property was introduced in 11]. It was used to prove the Bernoulli property of Anosov ows (see 4, 11] ).
Let be any partition, In order to get P, we rst delete an open cover U as in Lemma 2. Then S i i0 E i n U is a closed set and we can cover it by a nite number of strips S i?n:::i0 ; n N, such that for any two points belonging to the same stable manifold z 1 ; z 2 2 W s 0 \ S i?n:::i0 the ratio of densities of local measures (49) di ers from 1 by less that ". The union of the unstable manifolds W u :::i?n:::i0 that belong to the above strips S i?n:::i0 ; n N, constitutes P. For M we take the union of stable leaves outside of S i i0 E i and within S i?n:::i0 . Then, the WM property is satis ed.
Using the WM property for we get from 1, Proposition Since is generating and , we get, using the properties of the entropy, that 
